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Abttract: Higher derivative versions of the arc length and area actions are pre-

sented. The higher derivative theories are equivalent with the corresponding lower

= derivative theories in absence of interactions. The extra degrees of freedom associ-

ated with the higher derivatives are pure gauge due to a hidden reparametrization

invariance these theories possess. The extra degrees of freedom axe no longer pure

gauge in the presence of background fields and the equivalence no longer holds, A

string version of Wigner's continuous spin particle is a/so noted.
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The arc length and area actions arise in many investigations of particle physics and

statistical mechanics. The arc length action provides a model of the simplest relativistic

point particle. The area action provides a model of flux tubes in QCD and can also describe

gravitons. Such actions also arise in the context of statistical mechanics. The 2-D Ising

model can be reformulated by considering the boundary of a region of like spins. The
i

energy of such a configuration is proportional to the arc legnth of the boundary due to the

nearest neighbor nature of the interaction. Such a picture can be fully developed for the

2-D Ising model 1 and similar ideas may apply to the 3-D Ising model.

The arc length and area actions axe thus of general importance and here we present

equivalent higher derivative reformulations of them. The extrema of such actions give

higher order differential equations and so imply extra degrees of freedom.* The free higher

derivative theories possess a hidden reparametrization invariance which implies the extra

degrees of freedom can be gauged away. Gauge fixing the extra degrees of freedom leaves

a theory equivalent to the usual arc length or area action. If background gravitational or

electromagnetic fields are introduced, the extra degrees of freedom are not pure gauge and

the higher derivative theories are no longer equivalent to the corresponding lower derivative

theories.

The key to the reformulation of the arc length and area actions lies in the exis-

tence of a hidden reparametrization invariance present in some higher derivative theories.

There are actions that are not invariant in the usual sense but still posses a non-standard

repaxametrization invariance. The simplest such theory is

s = (1)

* These extra degrees of freedom correspond to extra dimensions much as in a Kaluza-
Klein theory. The extra dimensions in a Kaluza-Klein theory are unobservable at distance
scales large compared to the size of the extra dimensions but do appear at small distance
scales. By contrast, the extra dimension that arise from the free higher derivative theories
discussed here are non-dynamical and unobservable at any distance scale.
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where T is an arbitrary evolution parameter and k means the derivative of x with respect

to r. The Minkowski metric has signiture F. Although this action is not invariant

under the usual reparametrization
'!

x(T)--, x(f(T)) (2)

it is invariant under the non-local gauge transformation

/"z(r) -+ dTk(f('r)) (3.)

The term hidden* reparametrization invariance is used as the representation of the reparametriza-

tion group defined by (3) is different fl'om the standard one defined by (2). In terms of

this gauge transformation is local

_(r)-, ic(f(r)) (4)

The gauge invariance reduces the number of degrees of freedom of the fourth order differ-

ential equation arising from S. We shall now show that the action S gives the same theory

as the arc length action.

We shall recast the theory in Hamiltonian form to easily discuss the representation

of the Poincar_ group of the constrained system. Ostragradsky first formulated higher

derivative theories in Hamiltonian form 3 and the generalized canonical coordinates are

!
q=4

t OL

p (5)
OL d OL

P- c9(t dt c3(i

where the basic dynamical variable is q. The Hamiltonian is

H = pqt + pt(/_ L (6)

* The term hidden reparametrization invariance in Ref. 2 was used also to imply the
invariance was broken.
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and p, q and pr! qt are canonically conjugate phase space variables. The Poisson brackets,,

are

lp,q]= 1

lp',q']= 1 (7.)

The phase space is doubled as is appropriate for a fourth order differential equation.

The Hamiltonian of the theory S is

H = P. X' (8)

where the dynamical variable q is now deonted as X. The constraints arc

pr2 = m 2

P'. P = 0 (9)

p2=o.

The first constraint is primary, the second secondary, and the third tertiary. The first

contraint implies pt is timelike and so there is a frame where pi = (m, 0, ..., 0). Hele

the dimension d of spacetime is arbitrary. The second constraint then implies the time

component of P is zero. The, third gives that PP is identically zero. The three constraints

are thus equivalent to the d + 1 constraints

pr2 = rh2

pM =0 (10)

and the Hamiltoniar. H vanishes on the constraint surface. The constraint PP = 0 can be

simply eliminated by fixing the gauge

X/_ = 0 (11)
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and this gauge fixed theory is clearly equivalent to the arc length theory.

The Nambu area action can also be reformulated as a higher derivative theory. The

higher derivative action

arises by replacing x with & in the usual area action with string tension set to one. Again

S is invariant under reparametrizations of & which in terms of x is the non-local gauge

transformation

/x(a,r) --+ d_'&(at(a,r),vt(a,r)) , (13)

'To establish the equivalence of S to the Nambu area action we shall formulate it in Hamil-

tonian terms.

The Hamiltonian of S is

H = / do'P...Y
(14)

Here )( corresponds to qt and is not the time derivative of X. We have departed from the

earlier notation to maintain the usual string notation where X t means the derivative of

X with respect to ct. The canonically conjugate phase space variables are P, X and pl,

and have the Poisson brackets

[P(,_), X(a')] = 6(a - W)

[P'(_), (_')] = _(_ - _,)

The constraints are

U2 + X,2 = 0

pl.._-I = 0

P. P' - 0 (15)

P.._" = 0
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P2=0.

The first two constraints are primary, the second two secondary, and the third teriary. The

timelike character of pl again implies that P_ = 0. Fixing the gauge X_(cr) = 0 eliminates

the constraint P_ = 0 and we are left with the constraints

pi2 + Xr2 = 0

P_.._" = 0 (16)

which are equivalent to those of the Nambu area action.

The equivalence of these higher derivative theories with the corresponding ordinary

derivative theories no longer holds in the presence of background gavitational or electro-

magetic interactions. Consider the point particle coupled to a background elctromagnetic

field whose vector potential is A/_. The natural coupling that arises from the replacement

of x by _ is

L = mV_ + Av(_)_!v (17)

The difficulty is that the primary constraint

_ (pr_ A)2 = m 2 (18)
!

and thesecondaryconstraint
i

• P. (P' - A) = 0 (19)

i no longer commute. The commutator is proportional to
m

vEpv(pt_ A) vv (20)

where F_v is the field strength associated with A_. The dynamical system with interactions

possesses two second class constraints instead of three first class constraints. The theory

based on L is no longer equivalent to the are length theory as it possesses more degrees
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of freedom. Similararguements apply to the arc length theory coupled to background

gravitationalfieldsand to the Nambu area actioncoupled to background fields.

The arclengthand areaactionsalsocome in a spacelikevarietyin additionto the time-

likevarietyalreadydiscussed.The higherderivativespacelikevarietiesariseby replacing

the argument ofthe square root with itsnegative

L -m_ 2

L= _ (21)

These theories,however,are not equivalentto the correspondinglowerderivativeversions.

The vectorpt_ isno longertimelikeand the argument that P_ = 0 no longerholds.The

theoriesthus possess extra degreesof freedom and the correspondingHamiltonians no

longervanish.The higherderivativespacelikearclengththeory restrictedto a particular

value of the Hamiltonian gives riseto Wigner's continuous spin representation2 of the

PI_incar6group. The area actionversionofthistheory givesa stringversionof Wigner's

co:ntinuousspinparticle.The Hamiltonian constraintsare given by (15)with the + sign

in the firstconstraintreplacedby a - sign.

Higher derivativetheorieshave not been systematicallystudiedand may revealsome

surprises.In thisnote we have pointed out that the higher derivativeversionsof the

arc length and area actionsdo not possessthe extradegreesof freedom typicalof higher

derivativetheories.The hidden reparametrizationinvariancein combination with the

causal characterof the Lagangian impliedthe expected extra degreesof freedom where

pure gauge. Higher derivativeactionshave been suggested4 to play a rolein the string

_nsatz t(:the loop equation arisingfrom the 7_ approximation to QCD. The hidden

reparametrizationinvarianceand the consequentreductionin degreesof freedom may be

useful5 in thiscontext.
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